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Annotatsiya: Mazkur maqolada mustaqillik yillarida Farg‘ona vodiysida 

Shayboniylar davri tarixiga oid manbalar taxlil qilingan, tarixiy tahlil va tanqidiy 

yondashish asosida ilmiy ishlar orqali o‘rganiladi. 

Tayanch so‘zlar: Farg‘ona vodiysi, Shayboniy sultonlar, tadqiqot, qo‘lyozma, 

tarixshunoslik, ilmiy tadqiqotlar. 

Аннотация: В данной статье на основе объективности, исторического 

анализа и критического подхода исследуется вопрос налаживания 

исследований по истории Шейбанидского периода в Ферганской долине в годы 

независимости посредством научных работ. 
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Annotation: The article discusses the issues of researching the history of 

Shaybanids period in the Fergana Valley through scientific works based on 

objectivity, historical analysis, and critical approaches  during the years of the state 

independency. 
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Introduction. After gaining independence, radical changes took place in the 

coverage of the history of Uzbek statehood. New views and principles have emerged 

in the study of the history of Uzbekistan. Although no specific research has been 

conducted on the history of the Shaybanids ruling years in the Fergana Valley, some 

aspects of the subject have been highlighted in the works of some scholars. 

Literature review: Books, articles, scientific works and dissertations published 

during the years of independence serve to enrich the historiography of the subject. 

B.Akhmedov's book "Lessons from history" based on historical sources contains 

information about the history of the Shaybanid period in the Fergana Valley. In the 

book "On the role of the Joybar lords in the socio-political life of the Bukhara 

Khanate in the XVI-XVII centuries" in this book, religious leaders such as 

Muhammad Islam, Khoja Sa'd and Tajiddin Hasan had large lands in Akhsikat and 

were ruled by officials appointed by the lords. The author also said that the governor 

of Fergana's property, Muhammad Amin, had asked the Jojbor Khojas for help in 

improving relations with the sultan, the supreme ruler Abdullah II. The article 

discusses the influence of Sheikh-ul-Islam on the removal of Momin Sultan from the 

Andijan governorship. In his article "On the date of the coming to throne of the 

Ashtarkhanids after the Shaybanids", the author states, based on the works "Tazkira-
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yi Muqimkhaniy" and "Tarikh-i olamoroyi Abbasiy", that after the death of 

Abdulmomin, the Kazakh khan Tavakkal conquered Tashkent, Aksi, Andijan. B. B. 

In his article "Manoqiblar - an important historical source", Ahmedov refers to the 

manaqib "Jame' ul-maqamoti Mahdumi A'zam" written by Hodja Abulbaqo ibn 

Bahauddin, and says that the work is rich in political, socio-economic and 

geographical information of the valley during the Shaybanid period. Shaybani sultans 

Kochkunchikhan, Janibek sultan, Ahmad sultan, Kepak sultan, Dostmuhammad 

sultans marched on Fergana Kasan, Sultan Saidkhan and Suyunchikhojakhan fought 

for Aksi, Andijan, as a result of which the tragedies that befell the people were 

described. The article says that there was a struggle between the Kyrgyz of Fergana 

and that some Kyrgyz tribes invaded the Safedbulak district of Chust. B.Akhmedov 

notes that in the mannequin "Jome' ul-maqomoti Mahdumi Azam" among the 

geographical information there is valuable information about the Fergana Kasani and 

the Kyzylrabot area of Akhsikat. 

Materials And Methods. Among the studied literature, the works of S. Jalilov 

are also important. Several of the author's treatises examine the struggle between 

Shaibanikhan and Babur Mirza, the occupation of Fergana by the Shaybani army, and 

the activities of the Mongol emirs in the valley. Referring to such sources as 

"Boburnoma", "Shayboniynoma", "Tavorix-i guzida - nusratnoma", the scientist tried 

to restore the image of Andijan at that time. In addition to scientific innovations, such 

as the creation of a road map out of the valley, Babur Mirza escaped the persecution 

of the army in the alliance of Shaibanikhan and Ahmad Tanbal. S.Jalilov 

Shaibanikhan notes that the destruction of the valley cities in 1504 was exacerbated 

by destruction. For example, he noted that the city of Andijan was completely 

destroyed. In our opinion, it is impossible to agree with this opinion. The reason for 

this is that the capital of the Saidiya state, which existed in Fergana between 1511 

and 1514, was Andijan. In "Thoughts on Babur" the author mentions that 

Shaibanikhan ruled his son Janibek sultan in Andijan. In fact, Janibek is the son of 

Sultan Shaybanikhan's uncle Khoja Muhammad Sultan, that is, his cousin. 

A.Zamonov's work "Army structure and military management of the Bukhara 

Khanate", dedicated to the Shaibani period, deals with political processes, 

administrative-military positions and their tasks, army formation, military training, 

methods of warfare. This masterpiece also contains information on the subject under 

study. The conquest of Fergana by the scholar Shaibanikhan and the events that took 

place after his death until Abdullah conquered the valley in 1583 are not mentioned. 

Speaking about the centralization of the Bukhara Khanate, the author did not 

comment on Fergana, giving the property of Suyunchikhoja and his descendants as 

Tashkent. When A.Zamonov informed about the composition of the army of Navruz 

Ahmadkhan and his descendants, they did not pay attention to the fact that they 

included valley troops. 

 Results And Discussion. In the work of R. Shamsiddinov and A. Ishakov 

"Excerpts from the history of Andijan" there is information about the first quarter of 

the XVI century in the valley. The book contains information about the struggle for 

the throne of Babur and his brothers Jahongir, Nasir, their relationship with the amirs 
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in the valley, the fate of Ahmad Tanbal in Andijan, the conquest of Fergana by 

Shaibanikhan. The play examines the activities of the Mongol khan Sultan Saidkhan 

in Andijan during the reign of Sultan Shaybani Janibek, 1511-1514, on the basis of 

historical sources. The authors limit the coverage of Andijan's history to the activities 

of Babur Mirza and Sultan Saidkhan. In his monograph on the history of Uzbek 

statehood, Azamat Ziyo also spoke about the conquest of the Fergana Valley by 

Shaibanikhan. The author notes that with the conquest of Fergana in 1504, the issue 

of the conquest of Movarounnahr by the Shaybanis was resolved. 

In her dissertation on "Relations of the Bukhara Khanate with the Kazakh and 

Yorkend khanates in the second half of the XVI century" G.Sultanova fled to 

Kashgar after the defeat of Andijan governor Mumin Sultan Abdullah II. Also, based 

on the author's "Abdullanoma", the Kazakh sultans Shigaykhan and his son Tavakkal 

were given the tribute of Khojand region, the activity of Mavlono Lutfulloh Chusti of 

the valley in spreading the rules of Islam among the people of Dashti Kipchak 

Abdurashidkhan's treatment has been correctly analyzed on the basis of historical 

sources. Although the scholar mentions that in 1594 Abdullah Khan II marched 

against the Yorkent khanate, he did not mention that the army moved through the 

cities of Aksi, Andijan, Margilan, Osh and Uzgen in the Fergana Valley. 

 K.Rajabov and O.Ergashev's pamphlet on the activities of the Shaybani ruler 

Ubaydullakhan embodied Abulgazi Ubaydulla Bahodirkhan as a skilful politician, 

master of military art, researcher, poet and patron of scientists. It is said that 

Ubaydullah first learned mysticism from Mawlana Muhammad Qazi and after his 

death from Mahdumi Azam Qasani, a student of the valley. The authors did not 

comment on aspects of the Shaybani ruler's activities in the Fergana Valley. 

 B. Mirzaev in his pamphlet "Ubaydullah - the ruler of the Shaybanid state" based on 

the above work of K. Rajabov and O. Ergashev. When the author thinks about the 

Battle of Jam between Ubaydullah and Shah Tahmasp on September 25, 1528, 

Navruz Ahmadkhan, the son of Sevinchkhojahan, did not mention his participation in 

the Shaybani army with the soldiers of Tashkent and Fergana. 

The fundamental work "History of Uzbekistan (in the first half of the XVI - XIX 

centuries)" published under the editorship of D. Alimova is one of the great 

achievements in the study of the history of our country. This study, based on primary 

historical sources, is of great importance in the study of the history of the Shaybanid 

period. The materials written by R. Mukminova for the first chapter of the work 

contain some information about the history of the Shaybanid period in the Fergana 

Valley. It is mentioned by the author that Shaibanikhan conquered Fergana in 1503. 

In our opinion, Shaibanikhan did not completely subdue the valley in 1503. The 

valley was left under the rule of Ahmad Tanbal, who recognized his rule. After the 

revolt of Ahmad Tanbal, in 1504, Fergana was completely captured. The next 

information about the history of Fergana in the Shaybanid period in the work consists 

of short notes about the activities of Dost Ahmad sultan Axsikat, Muhammad Amin 

sultan, who were the children of Navruz Ahmadkhan, as the governor of Andijan. 

The scholar did not pay attention to the role of the Fergana Valley in the struggle 
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between Abdullah II and Bobo Sultan, the looting of the Kazakh Sultan Tavakkal in 

Tashkent and Fergana. 

Academician D. Yusupova's article "Manuscripts on the history of the Fergana 

Valley in the XVI-XVIII centuries" there is talk of manuscripts. The article includes 

Tawarikh-i Guzida Nusratnama, Fayzullah Ruzbehan's Mehmonnomai Bukhara, 

Bina'i's Shaybaniynoma, Muhammad Salih's Shaybaniynama, Abdullah Ibn 

Muhammad Ibn Ali Nasrullahi's Zubdat al-asar, Hafiz Tanish ibn Mir Muhammad al-

Bukhari's ”Or“ Sharafnomayi shokhiy ”, Muhammadyar Ibn Qatagon's“ Musahhir al-

bilod ”, Khojamqulibek's“ Tarihi Kipchakkhoni ”contain important information about 

the history of the Fergana Valley during the Shaybanid period, and the study of these 

works is important in the study of the valley's history. 

I.Kholbekov's article "Establishment of Sultan Saidkhan's rule in the Fergana Valley" 

examines the situation in the Fergana Valley during the political and military tensions 

that began after the death of Shaibanikhan and the transfer of power to one of the 

Mongol princes Sultan Saidkhan. Zahiriddin Muhammad Babur's recapture of the 

throne of Movarounnahr and his great influence on the political changes in the 

Fergana Valley are based on the work "History of Rashidi". 

Conclusion. Basing on the above mentioned, it should be noted that the research 

conducted during the years of independence in scientific research on the history of the 

Shaybanid period contains some information about the analysis of political processes 

in the Fergana Valley. They include the inclusion of Fergana in the Shaybanid state, 

the sultans who ruled the valley, and the role of Fergana in the efforts to establish a 

centralized state led by Abdullah II. However, there are also some chronological errors 

and confusion in the description of historical events. This requires a critical approach 

to the above research. 
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